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Land Subsidence and Fissuring Due to Ground
Water Withdrawal in Yazd-Ardakan Basin,
Central Iran
Eslamizadeh, Azat., Samanirad, Shahram
for recognition the range of subsidence. Many fracture zones
and cracks were studied using compass and their direction and
length well determined. The coordinates was calculated by
GPS. The relevant diagrams were drawn by appropriate
software. Some stratigraphic column of drilled water wells
prepared by Yazd Regional Water Company has been used for
verifying the sediments composition. [1] Furthermore, data of
groundwater level in local wells were collected and classified.
Four alluvial samples were gathered in different places at
depth of 1-15 meters and sent to the laboratory for XRF and
XRD analysis.

Abstract—The Yazd-Ardakan basin in Central Iran has two
separated aquifers. The shallow unconfined aquifer is supplies 40
Qanats. The deep saturated confined aquifer is the main water
storage. Due to over-withdrawal, water table has been decreasing
during last 25 years. Recent study shows that the shortage of the
aquifer is about 16 meters and land subsidence is 0.5 - 1.2 meters.
Long deep cracks are found just above the aquifer and devour the
irrigation water and floods. Although the most cracks direction is
NW-SE and could be compared to the main direction of YA basin,
there is no direct evidence for relation between land subsidence and
the huge cracks. Large-scale water pumping has been decreased the
water pressure in aquifer. The pressure decline disturbed the balance
and increased the pressure of overlying sediments. So porosity
decreased and compaction started. Then, sediments compaction
developed and made land subsidence and some huge cracks slowly.

III. DISCUSSION
The NW-SE trend of Yazd-Ardakan basin is the same as the
regional major faults direction. The active Northern Yazd
Fault passes from among the basin where has replaced the
young alluvium (Fig. 1).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Y

AZD-ARDAKAN field with 60km length and an average
width of 15km is located between Yazd and Ardakan, the
main cities of Yazd Province. The study area situated at
25km north of Yazd and 10km south of Meybod at the
coordinates 31°10' - 31°56' N and 54°10' - 54°12' E. The
highest elevation is 1218 meters from sea level. In this densely
populated area, water has been highly using by industrial,
agricultural and urban activities during last 25 years. So water
table has declined 16m and as a result, land subsidence
occurred in this area. Recent study indicates that land
subsidence is 50-120 cm which has made some large
destructive consequences such as desiccation, destruction of
water wells and casing, drying wells, changing the channel
slopes and surface drainage, creating long deep cracks and
barren lands, slumping at edge of the aquifer, damaging the
structures and roads, power lines and water and gas pipelines.
If land subsidence goes on with the current speed, the
problems may cause a crisis. Land subsidence and fissuring,
the morphological characteristics of the earth and the faults
has been studied in this research.

Fig. 1. Satellite image of Yazd-Ardakan basin including
Northern Yazd Fault and urban areas, Scale 1: 270000

The largest aquifers in Yazd Province which are sufficient
for drinking, agriculture and industry are located in YazdArdakan basin, Central Iran (Fig. 2). The water of these
aquifers is exploited from the Qanats (Kareez) and deep wells
simultaneously. There are two separated aquifers. The shallow
unconfined aquifer supplies 40 Qanats. The deep saturated
confined aquifer is the main water storage.
The depth of the deepest aquifer is up to 400 meters but the
final depth at the bedrock contact is estimated at least 500
meters based on geophysical data. The maximum discharge
rate for water well is 148 liters per second and the rate of
shortage is 1 meter annually.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Some important information was gathered during the field
work including alluvial sediments composition and size,
cracks length, depth and direction. Satellite images were used
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fraactures could be a widesppread dangerr for buildinggs and
faccilities. Creatting long deeep cracks on
o the grounnd and
daamaging the structures andd roads are some evidennces of
destructive conssequences in the region. The
T growth off wells
cassing in fig. 4 indicates
i
the lland subsidencce rate.

Fig. 2. A portion of Y
Yazd-Ardakan geological
g
mapp
Scale 1: 250000, GSI [2]

There are 10
00 piezometerrs in YA basinn. A piezomeeter is a
sm
mall-diameter observation well whichh is used for
f
the
m
measurement
o hydraulic head
of
h
of grounndwater in aquifers.
Thhe deepest piiezometer in this area hass 414 meterss depth.
G
Groundwater
leevel has channged in this well
w during a 20-year
2
peeriod has show
wn in fig. 3.

Fig. 4. The groowth of water w
wells casing duee to land subsiddence

Deep cracks, Fig. 5 which are found just above the aquifer
a
devour the irrigaation water annd floods. Floo
od control is usually
u
exppensive and requires buillding the floo
od dams and
d other
meeasures.

Fig. 3 Hydrograpphic changes inn the undergrouund water level in a 20F
y period from
year
m 1985 to 2005 in the deepest piezometer at the
t east
YA basin.
of Y

Fig. 5. Deepp cracks in YA basin Eslamizaadeh, A. 2009 [4]

The Deepest wells in operaation, has 4000 m depth and dug in
19985. Depth off preliminary water table in confined aquifer
a
waas 60 meters during the drrilling period but in 2004,, it fell
doown to 80 meters. It means tthe water leveel has droppedd about
200 meters durinng 19 years. (Y
Yazd Regionaal Water Com
mpany).

The rate of reliable and allowed withhdraws of an aquifer
ovver a year, deepends on dyynamic store or charge thaat takes
pllace during the
t
same yeaar. Accordingg to the Cen
nter for
G
Groundwater
S
Studies
in Yazzd the reservee water in YA
A basin
w 6264 millioon cubic meteers in 1992 wiith 188 millioon cubic
was
m
meters
deficit. With the saame withdraw
wal rate, it will
w be
chharged for the next 33 yearss. After 18 years from 19922, much
m
more
withdraw
w declined thhe water tablee. In fact, relatively
laarge portions of the Cenntral Iran havve subsided due to
exxcessive grouundwater pum
mping and fisssuring often comes
am
mong subsideence. [3] Ovver-withdrawaal has increassed the
puumping costs and reduced charging
c
rate of wells and Qanats.
A it has caussed land subsiidence and fisssuring. Recennt study
Also
shhows that the shortage of thhe aquifer is about 16 metters and
laand subsidencce is 50-120 centimeters. Due to warrm arid
reegional climatte, the averagee annual preccipitation is leess than
755 mm. So thee existing waater resourcess are faced with
w
the
foollowing risks:
t water tabble due to illlegal withdraw
ws and
Decreasing the
exxtra usage by
b agriculturaal and industrial activitiies has
chhanged chemiical compositiion of the groundwater, thhe salty
aqquifers development, sweeet and saltyy water conffliction,
reeduction the sooil permeabiliity and water wells contam
mination
duue to their proximity to urban,
u
industrrial and agriccultural
arreas furtherm
more, gradual land subsideence and subssequent

[1]]

The componnents of the aaquifer are fin
ne-grained san
nd, silt
annd less clay maaterial. Four clay
c
samples collected
c
in diifferent
plaaces at depth of 1-15 meteers and sent to
t the laborato
ory for
XR
RF and XRD
D analysis. Thhe results ind
dicate that thhe clay
sam
mples are moostly Ca-Mg bbearing montm
morilonite. Thhe XRF
annalysis result iss shown in tabble 1.
TABLE I XR
RF ANALYSIS OF FFOUR CLAY SAMPLLES OF YA BASIN
N
%

AE1

AE2

AE
E3

AE4

Fe2O3
Al2O3
SiO2
CaO
MgO
K2O
Na2O

5.56
10.83
42.40
12.95
0.001
1.75
1.06

5.58
10.20
42.35
13.18
4.25
1.75
0.96

4.50
11.882
42.7
10.005
6.90
1.60
1.21

5.07
11.33
41
11.75
5.80
2.70
1.31

The deep craacks occur inn particular tyypes of clay named
very heavy claays. The craccks cause thee air flow freeely to
evaporate excesss soil moistuure. [5] The undergroundd water
levvel in the study area has ddropped averaagely one meter per
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year and fissuring due to ground water withdrawal causes soil
moisture losing in the deeper parts. The clay and silty parts of
aquifer have been influenced by congestion forces more than
sandy part. Water table decline can also decreases the
sediments thickness above the water table. The both factors
have intensified the land subsidence rate in the area.
The most cracks direction is NW-SE and could be
compared to the main direction of YA basin (Fig.1).
The most fractures in the eastern and western parts of YA
basin and around villages which are shown in Fig. 3 and 4
have the same trend. These fractures have broken the local
roads. Fissuring in Yazd-Ardakan Road (Sento Road) can be
seen in Fig. 5.

The important factor of subsidence in the study area is
groundwater extracting. In the areas with uncontrolled
exploitation of underground water and a negative balance,
increases affecting stress of soil is the main factor of
compaction ground layers. Effective stress at any depth of soil
is calculated from pi = pt − p h which pi is the effective
stress, pt is the total stress and p h is the hydraulic pressure
in each region. If p h reduces or pt increases the amount of
the effective stress will increase. In the most aquifers due to
increased exploitation of water resources we are confronted
decreasing water table in unconfined aquifers or reducing
pressure in confined aquifers. Both cause reduce of p h and as
a result increase of pt cause subsidence of layers. As a result

Fig. 3. fractures at the west of
study area

of subsidence, fissures will be created on the surface that is
mainly tensile and radial type with no particular trend.
Generally, it is believed that the fissure is initiated as a
relatively narrow crack that is formed when the induced
tensile stresses exceed the tensile strength of the soil. Earth
fissures develop near the margins of subsidence bowls and/or
in the vicinity of a buried rock pediment edge. [7]
Considering that fractures in the study area have a clear
trend, the subsidence can’t be considered as a main agent for
regenerator of them. Of course, the fractures are located within
the wells can be attributed to subsidence caused by cone-fall.
The faults are the most important tectonic elements in the
region. There is Naein-Baft Fault in the west and Kharanaq
Fault in the east (Fig. 8) Aghda-Rahmat Abad Fault located in
the western boundary and the Northern Yazd Fault exists in
the eastern boundary of YA basin. The last one is considered
as active fault.

Fig. 4. fractures at the east of
study area

Fig. 5. Fissuring in Yazd-Maybod main road

As it is shown in the rose diagrams, Fig. 6 and Fig.7, the
fractures direction in the north and southern parts have the
same pattern but they are different from the fractures in east
and western parts of the YA basin.

Fig. 6. Fractures at the north of
study area

Fig. 8. Aligned Yazd-Ardakan basin between two parallel faults.
Naein-Baft and Kharanaq Faults have created a shear zone with their
motion to the right.

Fig. 7. Fractures at the south of
study area

Naein-Baft and Kharanaq Faults with their activities cause
changes in geological structures. Existence of fractures and
fissuring in YA basin can be considered a result of their active
tectonics. [8] The two faults are parallel with a movement to
right create a shear zone (Fig. 9).

Resulting fractures in a layer can be divided to tensile and
shear groups. Tensile stress is that trying to separate the layers
and when the layer is finally broken, broken parts may shift
significantly. Shear stress is that trying to slip layers, the
separated layers may slip along the fracture surface
considerably. Generally in study area two main factors such as
subsidence and tectonic agents have been caused these
fractures (Zare Mherjardy A. et al., 2007). [6]
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ults. [11] Efficciency indicattor of water usage
u
is an imp
portant
fau
req
quirement forr efficient uuse of water in Yazd Prrovince
because implem
mentation of thhis goal has an
a important role
r
on
thee effective utilize waterr in agricullture. Non-sttandard
extraction of grroundwater aand lack of accurate
a
statisstics of
n water.
unnderground waater caused thee challenges in
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Fig. 9. A fractures
f
that shhows operation of a shear zonee.

Shear zones, are the narrrow regions with almost parallel
p
margins related
m
d to non-coaaxial deformaation. There are all
sccales from flaake limit to microscopic
m
in
n shear zoness. Their
ch
haracteristics change
c
in the range of ducttile to brittle. In fact,
m
many
areas of fault
f
can be coonsidered as shear zones.
Soil deformaation under ddifferential setttlement may evolve
in
nto ground fau
ulting if wateer withdrawall continues. When
W
a
crrack has com
mpletely devveloped, the tensile zonee shifts
to
owards the ceenter of the graben, creatting a new area
a
for
po
otential crackiing and faultinng. [9]
There are ceertain trends in
i fractures existing
e
in YA
A basin
th
hat indicate efffect of tectoniic factors in th
he region.
Th
he specific forrm of young fractures
f
(Fig. 9) from the past
p two
deecades reinfo
orces the abo
ove theory. Moving two active
m
mentioned
faults in the westt and east of the
t area have created
an
n important deeformation. [10]
In western part
p
of the rregion, creatin
ng travertine zones,
fo
olding Neogen
n sediments, hydrothermal alteration, igneous
i
acctivities, rotattion of the folds axis and concentration
n of the
seecondary faullts are some evidences of
o Naein-Bafft Fault
acctivities. In thee eastern regio
on, creating sp
pecific lineam
ments in
m
mountain,
dissplacement of the riv
vers direction
n and
seedimentary forrmations, conncentration of secondary fau
ults and
eaarthquakes eveents in the adjjacency are th
he important signs
s
of
K
Kharanaq
Faultt activities.
MENDATIONS
IV. CONCLUSIONSS AND RECOMM
Increasing in
n exploitationn of water reesources with
h water
taable decline in
n the study area
a
has decrreased the hy
ydraulic
prressure and in
ncreased the total tension which createed land
su
ubsidence and
d fissuring. Long
L
deep fractures
f
causse high
ev
vaporation of the soil moistture in the low
wer parts. As a result
w a higher rate
with
r
of soil drrying, cracks have becomee wider
an
nd deeper. Thee clay and siltty parts of aqu
uifer have beeen more
co
ompact and along with descending of
o water tab
ble and
in
ncreasing thee thickness of overlyin
ng sedimentss, land
su
ubsidence ratee have exceed
ded. Land sub
bsidence is greeater in
ceentral part of the
t basin wherre more wells there are.
Radial fracttures in wellls within thee area have mostly
ex
xtension type. These fracturres have been
n formed due to
t overw
withdrawal
and
d decreasing oof water tablee. On the otheer hand,
m
more
cracks haave NW-SE diirection that iss similar to ex
xtension
off YA basin. Considering that all thesse fractures have a
diistinct trend, it is impossibble that subsiidence created
d all of
th
hem. Generally
y the fracturees have been created
c
by tw
wo main
faactors: subsideence and tecttonic agents resulting
r
from
m active
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